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Chapter
One
BODY-MODEST and SOUL-MODEST
Needs and desires following gender lines
generally drive men and women. The
womans area of modesty centers on
body-modesty. She is hesitant to expose
her physical self. Mans physical nakedness
does not embarrass him, but he is reluctant
to reveal his inner-selfhes soul-modest.
Sexual attraction for men begins with the
eye gate. Sexual attraction for women
begins with the ear gate. A man with a gift
for tender talk raises her emotional voltage.
Chapter Two DIFFERING VIEWS: His
and Hers Men and women are different in
development
stages
from
the
cradle-to-the-grave. Studies document
unique differences between baby boys and
girls in patterns of communication from the
first day in the hospital nursery. Men and
women rely on different brain functions
that affect the style and quality of
communication. Men generally prefer
left-brained functions, and women are
more inclined to right-brained functions.
The use of emotional word pictures speaks
to the right side of the brain, helping
left-brained people understand feelings,
and also words. Chapter Three CREATED
AND SOCIALIZED FOR DIFFERENCE
Man is generally viewed as logical and
steadyyet impersonal. Woman is viewed as
intuitive and changeableyet personal. Men,
priding themselves in logic, study the
evidence; then step by step, in orderly
fashion, reason to a conclusion. Women are
intuitivethey often know without knowing
how they know. They rely on instinct, on
emotion. They seem to have a sixth sense. .
Chapter
Four
PERCEPTUAL
DIFFERENCES: What We Focus On Is
Important A recurring problem throughout
history has been one of perception, and the
differences between female perception and
male perception are no different. Women
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and men commonly get frustrated with
each other because they see many issues
completely differently. Whatever the
reason for these differences, they can be a
source of frustration when we cant
understand the behaviors or thoughts of the
opposite sex. Dr. Ray and Carol explain in
this chapter that closing the gap in gender
differences usually requires only minor
adjustment, but it brings major results.
Chapter Five YES, Big Boys Do Cry!
Women are expected to cry, but the same
doesnt apply to men. Yet, crying provides
release that is better and healthier than
other outletsanxiety and depression.
Studies show that tears from emotional
experiences have a different chemical
makeup than tears caused by an irritant
such as peeling an onion, or tears from
physical pain. Emotional tears are healthy
because they help eliminate poisons and
toxins. Tears also preserve physical
healththey help relieve tension. Physicians
believe that many health problems
plaguing men are due, at least in part, to an
inability to show emotions or cry. Men on
average live 72 years compared with 79
years for women and widening annually.
Many believe this to be because of mens
inability to deal with emotions. Chapter
Six
DISCOURAGEMENT
and
LONELINESS Mans primary emotional
soft spot tends to be a sense of
discouragement. Men need a continuing
vote of confidence. A man can never
succeed enough. He will never be satisfied.
However, if he succeeds in his wifes eyes,
he never really fails. The womans primary
emotional soft spot is usually a sense of
loneliness. This is her psychological pitfall.
She tends to be more loving, more
emotional, more subjective, and she is
more sensitive to human loneliness. She
experiences a greater need for interpersonal
relationships and for heart-to-heart
communication. OTHER PERSONAL &
RELATIONAL
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The preattentive emperor has no clothes: A dynamic redressing. The eyes have it! Sex-gender differences - GCLi
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differences in pupil Sep 15, 2010 From birth to death and all occasions in between, the eyes have it. While women and
men differ in their eye behavior and what that behavior The Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test: Complete Absence
of Apr 25, 2015 Eye movement . Response style . Spatial working memory . Text-diagram integration. Introduction.
Gender differences in science have long The Politics of Eye Contact: A Gender Perspective Psychology Today Aug
27, 2015 Typical sex difference has been reported (i.e., female advantage). sex/gender (this is the preferred term for
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guys eyes are more As with other senses, such as hearing and the olfactory system, there are marked sex differences in
vision between Research has shown women have more sensitive ears and sniffers 6 Gender Myths in the Bedroom &
Beyond. Jun 3, 2014 A complete description of the vascular supply of the eye and the regulation . No gender difference
has been found in the prevalence of ocular Social Motivation: Conscious and Unconscious Processes - Google Books
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